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Abstract— The DECOS architecture aims at combining
the advantages of federated and integrated systems. The
DECOS architecture divides the overall system into a set
of nearly-independent distributed application subsystems,
which share the node computers and the physical network
of a single distributed computer system. Through restricting each application subsystem’s communication activities
to a corresponding encapsulated virtual network realized
as an overlay network on a physical time-triggered backbone, the integrated DECOS architecture supports fault
isolation, complexity management, and the independent
development of application subsystems.
This paper provides a solution to the controlled export
and import of information between distributed application
subsystems. We give the designer the ability to coordinate
application services and exploit redundancy in the system
to either improve reliability or reduce resource duplication.
We introduce virtual gateways for the coupling of virtual
networks by the selective redirection of messages. Virtual
gateways not only resolve property mismatches between
distributed application subsystems, but also preserve encapsulation. We capture the essential properties of each
application subsystem in a message description based on
timed automata and use this description as a parameterization of generic architectural gateway services.
Index Terms— Integrated Architecture, Gateway, Error
Containment, Timed Automata, Virtual Network

I. I NTRODUCTION
One can distinguish two classes of systems for distributed applications, namely federated and integrated
systems. In a federated system, each application subsystem has its own dedicated computer system, while
an integrated system is characterized by the integration of multiple application subsystems within a single
distributed computer system. Federated systems have
been preferred for ultra-dependable applications due to
the natural separation of application subsystems, which
facilitates fault-isolation and complexity management.
Integrated systems, on the other hand, promise massive cost savings through the reduction of resource
duplication. In addition, integrated systems permit an
optimal interplay of application subsystems, reliability
improvements with respect to wiring and connectors, and

overcome limitations for spare components and redundancy management. An ideal future system architecture
would thus combine the complexity management advantages of the federated approach, but would also realize
the functional integration and hardware benefits of an
integrated system [1, p. 32]. The challenge is to devise
an integrated architecture that provides a framework with
generic architectural services for integrating multiple
application subsystems within a single, distributed computer system, while retaining the error containment and
complexity management benefits of federated systems.
The DECOS integrated architecture [2] is an integrated
system architecture that aims at fulfilling this requirement. The DECOS integrated architecture divides the
overall system into a set of encapsulated Distributed
Application Subsystems (DASs), each with dedicated
computational and communication resources. The communication resources for the different DASs are provided
through virtual networks [3], which are realized as
overlay networks on top of a time-triggered physical
network. Each virtual network forms the communication
infrastructure of a DAS and runs a communication protocol tailored to the needs of the respective DAS. A virtual
network exhibits specified temporal properties, which are
independent from the communication activities in other
virtual networks. The partitioning of the overall system
into DASs with encapsulated virtual networks helps in
managing complexity, because a DAS can be understood
independently from other DASs. In addition, this strategy
facilitates independent development, since each DAS can
become the responsibility of a corresponding vendor.
Furthermore, error containment between DASs results
from the fact that a message failure in one DAS cannot
propagate into another DAS.
Even with a strict separation of DASs, the integrated
DECOS architecture would already permit a considerable reduction in the numbers of components and wiring
through the sharing of components and networks among
DASs. However, controlled interactions between DASs
are required for unleashing the full advantages of the
integrated approach.
On the one hand, the quality of control of a realtime computer system can be improved when different
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control functions are coordinated to achieve a tactic behavior. For example, in order to improve fuel efficiency
in airplanes, a coordinated strategy between autopilot
and autothrottles is required. If such a strategy is not
realized, i.e. autopilot and autothrottles are designed as
totally independent systems, autothrottle speed control
constantly upsets the autopilot flight path control and
vice versa [4, chap. 6-3]. In the automotive industry, an
example of the coordination of different application subsystems for improving the quality of service with respect
to passenger safety is the passive safety mechanism (PreSafe) of the Mercedes S-class [5]. The Pre-Safe system
tensions seat-belts, realigns seats to a safer position, and
closes an open sun roof when sensors detect possibly
hazardous situations. The system correlates information
of existing car dynamics sensors in order to determine
hazardous situations such as skidding, emergency braking, or avoidance maneuvers.
Secondly, in a large real-time computer system, different DASs will typically depend on the same or similar
sensory inputs and computations. By adapting encapsulation to allow for the exporting and importing of information between DASs, one DAS can use services (e.g.,
acquisition of sensory information or computations) in
the other DASs and does not need to provide the services
on its own. For example, in an automotive system
the speed sensors from the factory installed Antilock
Braking System (ABS) can be exploited to estimate the
car’s heading for the navigation system during periods
of GPS unavailability [6]. The redundant sensors can
be eliminated in one of the DASs leading to reduced
resource consumption and hardware cost. Alternatively,
redundancy can be exploited to improve the reliability of
the sensory information. Even sensory information from
different physical entities can be exploited by sensor
fusion [7].
This paper presents a solution for controlled interactions between DASs in order to achieve functional
integration, reliability benefits, and reduced resource
consumption. As part of the integrated architecture that
is developed in the Dependable Embedded Components
and Systems (DECOS) EU Framework Programme 6 [2],
we introduce virtual gateways as generic architectural
services for the controlled coupling of the virtual networks of DASs. A virtual gateway selectively redirects
information between DASs. By making only a part of
the information of one DAS visible to another DAS,
one can abstract from the detailed behavior of other
DASs when trying to understand a DAS. In addition,
gateways perform error detection to control the forwarding of information and prevent the propagation of
timing message failures. Furthermore, virtual gateways
address operational differences and incoherent naming
of interconnected DASs. Virtual gateways resolve these

mismatches based on a formal description of the properties of each DAS.
Virtual gateways permit tactic coordination and exploitation of redundancy without having to fuse different
control functions into a single DAS. Consequently, complexity benefits, fault isolation, and independent development are not compromised by the mutual coordination
of control functions.
The paper is structured as follows. Section II gives
a short overview of the DECOS integrated architecture
that employs virtual gateways for the coupling of DASs.
The concept of virtual gateways is described in more
detail in Section III. We describe the operation of a
virtual gateways and present a solution as part of the
integrated DECOS architecture. Section IV discusses
the establishment of virtual gateways at the component
level. We sketch the application of virtual gateways in
Section V as part of an exemplary automotive system.
The paper finishes with a conclusion in Section VI.
II. DECOS I NTEGRATED A RCHITECTURE
The DECOS architecture [2] offers a framework for
the development of distributed embedded real-time systems integrating multiple DASs with different levels
of criticality and different requirements concerning the
underlying platform. Structuring rules guide the designer
in the decomposition of the overall system both at a
functional level and for the transformation to the physical
level. In addition, the DECOS integrated architecture
aims at offering to system designers generic architectural
services, which provide a validated stable baseline for the
development of applications.
A. Functional System Structuring
For the provision of application services at the controlled object interface, the services of a real-time computer system are divided into a set of nearly-independent
DASs. Each DAS is further decomposed into smaller
units called jobs. A job is the basic unit of work and
exploits a virtual network [3] in order to exchange messages with other jobs and work towards a common goal.
A virtual network is the encapsulated communication
system of a DAS. All communication activities of a
virtual network are private to the DAS, i.e. transmissions
and receptions of messages can only occur by jobs of the
DAS unless a message is explicitly exported or imported
by a gateway. Furthermore, a virtual network exhibits
predefined temporal properties that are independent from
other virtual networks.
A port is the access point between a job and the virtual
network of the DAS the job belongs to. Depending on the
data direction, one can distinguish input ports and output
ports. In addition, we classify ports into state ports and
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event ports depending on the information semantics of
send or received message.
A state port aims at messages with state semantics [8].
Information with state semantics contains the absolute
value of a real-time entity (e.g., temperature in the
environment is 41 degrees Celsius). Since applications
are often only interested in the most recent value of a
real-time entity, a state port contains a memory element
that is overwritten with newer state values whenever a
message arrives at the port (i.e. update in place).
An event port supports event semantics [8], i.e. information about the change in value of a real-time entity
associated with a particular event. Messages containing
event information transport relative values (e.g., increase
of the temperature in the environment by 2 degrees).
In order to reconstruct the current state of a real-time
entity from messages with event semantics, messages are
queued at an event port in order to process every message
exactly-once. The loss of a single message with event
information could affect state synchronization between
a sender and a receiver.
B. Physical System Structuring
During the development of an integrated system the
functional elements must be mapped to the physical
building blocks of the platform. In the DECOS architecture these building blocks are the time-triggered
physical core network, components and partitions. The
components are part of a distributed computer system
that is interconnected by the time-triggered physical
core network. A component is a self-contained computational element with its own hardware (processor,
memory, communication interface, and interface to the
controlled object) and software (application programs,
operating system) [9]. Components are the target of

job allocation and provide encapsulated execution environments denoted as partitions for jobs. Each partition
prevents temporal interference (e.g., stealing processor
time) and spatial interference [10] (e.g., overwriting data
structures) between jobs. In the DECOS architecture, a
component can host multiple partitions and host jobs that
can belong to different DASs.
C. Architectural Services
Generic architectural services separate the application
functionality from the underlying platform technology in
order to facilitate reuse and reduce design complexity.
This strategy corresponds to the concept of platformbased design [11], which proposes the introduction of
abstraction layers, which facilitate refinements into subsequent abstraction layers in the design flow.
The DECOS architectural services depicted in Figure 1 are such an abstraction layer. The specification
of the architectural services hides the details of the
underlying platform, while providing all information
required for ensuring the functional and meta-functional
(dependability, timeliness) requirements in the design of
a safety-critical real-time application. The architectural
services serve as a validated stable baseline that reduces
application development efforts and facilitates reuse,
because applications build on an architectural service
interface that can be established on top of numerous
platform technologies.
In order to maximize the number of platforms and
applications that can be covered, the DECOS architectural service interface distinguishes a minimal set
of core services and an open-ended number of highlevel services that build on top of the core services.
The core services include predictable time-triggered
message transport, fault tolerant clock synchronization,
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strong fault isolation, and consistent diagnosis of failing
components through a membership service. The small
number of core services eases a thorough validation
(e.g., permitting a formal verification), which is crucial
for preventing common mode failures as all high-level
services and consequently all applications build on the
core services. Any architecture that provides these core
services can be used as a base architecture [12] for the
DECOS integrated distributed architecture. An example
of a suitable base architecture is the Time-Triggered
Architecture (TTA) [13].
Based on the core services, the DECOS integrated
architecture realizes high-level architectural services,
which are DAS-specific and constitute the interface for
the jobs to the underlying platform. Among the highlevel services are gateway services, virtual network services, and encapsulation services. On top of the timetriggered physical network, different kinds of virtual
networks are established and each type of virtual network can exhibit multiple instantiations (see Figure 1).
Gateway services selectively redirect messages between
virtual networks and resolve differences with respect to
operational properties and naming. The encapsulation
services control the visibility of exchanged messages
and ensure spatial and temporal partitioning for virtual
networks in order to obtain error containment.
D. Fault Hypothesis
In the integrated system architecture, we perform a
differentiation of Fault Containment Regions (FCRs)
for hardware and software faults [14]. For hardware
faults, we regard a complete component as a FCR,
because a component will be implemented as a Systemon-a-Chip (SoC) and contains shared physical resources
(e.g., processor, power supply). The failure mode of a
hardware FCR is assumed to be arbitrary. The failure
frequency in case of permanent hardware failures is in
the order of 100 FIT [15]. In case of transient failures
a significantly higher failure frequency in the order of
1000-10000 hours is assumed.
For software faults, we regard a job as a FCR. The failure mode of a job is a violation of the port specification
in either the time or value domain. In case of a failure
in the value domain, the content of a message does not
conform to its specification, while in case of a timing
failure, the send instant of the message is incorrect.
E. Interface Specification
A port is a message interface, where the term message
denotes a category of frames that are intended for the
exchange through the communication system and characterized by common syntactic, temporal and semantic
properties. We call a member of such a category of

frames, which is sent at a particular point in time, a
message instance.
We assume that each message is identified by a
message name, which belongs to a corresponding
namespace. In the integrated architecture, each DAS’s
virtual network possesses such a namespace. While
the namespace supports the discrimination of different
messages, the namespace does not support to distinguish
between message instances. The message name can
either by defined via the point in time at which the
message is sent (i.e. an implicit message name [8]) or
be part of the message content (i.e. an explicit message
name).
The syntactic and temporal properties of messages
exchanged via a virtual network are captured by an operational specification [9], which consists of a syntactic
and a temporal specification. The syntactic specification forms larger information units (e.g., string, floating
point number) out of bits. The temporal specification
constrains the points in time, the temporal variability
(jitter), and the ordering of transmissions and receptions
of message instances.
For expressing temporal specifications, we distinguish
between time-triggered and event-triggered control [8].
Time-triggered control occurs when the transmission of
message instances takes place at predetermined, global
points in time and is triggered solely by the progression
of time. In contrast, event-triggered control involves ondemand disseminations of message instances at a priori
unknown points in time. In general, only probabilistic
knowledge about the time of event-triggered message
exchanges is specified via interarrival and service time
distributions [16], [17]. This knowledge can be available
as local constraints between message instances within
the same message or as global constraints between the
instances of different messages.
Due to the respective advantages of event-triggered
and time-triggered control paradigms [18], the integrated
DECOS architecture supports both paradigms through
the virtual network services. Time-triggered virtual networks aim at safety-critical DASs, where the benefits
with respect to predictability help in managing the
complexity of fault-tolerance and corresponding formal
dependability models, as required for the establishment
of ultra-high reliability [19]. The predetermined points
in time of the periodic message transmissions allow
error detection and establishing of membership information. Redundancy can be established transparently to
applications [20], i.e. without any modification of the
function and timing of application systems. A timetriggered system also supports replica determinism [21],
which is essential for establishing fault-tolerance through
active redundancy.
In non safety-critical (soft real-time) DASs, however,
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event-triggered control paradigm may be preferred due to
higher flexibility and resource efficiency. Event-triggered
virtual networks support dynamic resource allocation
strategies and resource sharing. In event-triggered virtual networks the provision of resources can be biased
towards average demands, thus allowing timing failures
to occur during worst-case scenarios in favor of more
cost-effective solutions. If the correlation between the
resource usages of different jobs is known, resources can
be multiplexed between different jobs while providing
probabilistic guarantees for communication latencies and
sufficiency of buffering capacities.
The operational specification of a DAS in the integrated DECOS architecture occurs at three levels (see
Figure 2):
• Port Specification: A port is dedicated to the
transmission or reception of message instances of
a single message. Each port has a statically defined
data direction, thus forming either an input port or
an output port. The port specification captures the
syntactic and temporal properties of the message
instances of the received (in case of an input port)
or the sent (in case of an output port) message.
Only those temporal properties are part of the
port specification, which are defined for the port
in isolation, i.e. independently from other ports
(i.e. local constraints). An example for temporal
properties contained in the port specification are
message interarrival or service times in an eventtriggered port or a specification of absolute global
points in time for a time-triggered port.
Furthermore, the port specification captures the direction of the control flow relative to the data flow
between sender and receiver. In an information push
behavior [22], data and control flow have the same
orientation, i.e. the information transfer occurs via
the sender’s request. An information pull behavior
starts an information transfer via the receiver’s
request, data and control flow have complementary
orientations.
Based on the concepts of information push and pull,
we can employ a finer differentiation of interaction
types at a port by considering the sender’s and receiver’s access to the communication system. When

•

•

the sender passes a message to the communication
system, we can distinguish between the case that
this process occurs at the request of the sender
(denoted as sender-push) or through a control signal
from the communication system (denoted as senderpull). In analogy, we can distinguish between the
case that the communication system passes messages to the receiver at the receiver’s request (denoted as receiver-pull) or through a control signal from the communication system (denoted as
receiver-push).
With this classification of interaction types, we can
refine our concept of ports. The notion of an input
port is further differentiated into a push input port
(receiver-push) and a pull input port (receiver-pull).
The notion of an output port is differentiated into
a push output port (sender-push) and a pull output
port (sender-pull).
Link Specification: The link of a job consists of
the ports provided to the job. The link specification
contains the respective port specifications and additional temporal properties that can be defined only
with respect to multiple ports of the job (i.e. global
constraints). An example for the additional temporal
properties would be a statement for the latency
between the reception of a request message at an
input port and the transmission of the corresponding
reply message at an output port of the job.
Virtual Network Specification: The virtual network specification consists of all link specifications
in the DAS and those temporal properties that can
be defined only with respect to ports of more
than one job. For example, consider the effect of
bandwidth multiplexing between jobs, in which case
the communication activities at ports of one job may
influence the temporal properties at ports of other
jobs. In this case, the virtual network specification
expresses the durations of a message transmissions
and the variability of these durations (transmission
jitter) in the relation to the behavior of the jobs at
their output ports.

III. ROLE OF V IRTUAL G ATEWAYS
A virtual gateway in the integrated DECOS architecture interconnects two virtual networks of two respective
DASs by forwarding information contained in the messages received at the input ports of one virtual network
onto the output ports towards the other virtual network
(and vice versa in case of a bidirectional gateway).
As depicted in Figure 3 a virtual gateway possesses to
each of the two interconnected virtual networks a link
that consists of a set of ports. The ports are specified
by a corresponding port specification that captures the
semantic and operational properties of the messages
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exchanged via the port. The port specifications are part
of the link specification, which also contains properties
that can be defined only over multiple ports of the link.
In general, the semantic and operational properties of
the input ports at one virtual network can be different
to the semantic and operational properties of the output
ports at the other virtual network. The resulting property
mismatch is resolved by the gateway by performing
transformations on the information passing through the
gateway. A property mismatch is a disagreement among
connected interfaces in one or more of their properties [23]. Consequently, the first purpose of a gateway
is property transformation.
Two Link
Specifications
Job
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Job
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Port
Port

Port
Port
Port

Job

Port
Port
Port
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The second purpose of the gateway is encapsulation.
In general, only a fraction of the information exchanged
at one virtual network will be required by jobs connected
to the virtual network at the other side of the gateway.
By restricting the redirection through the gateway to
the information actually required by the jobs of the
other DAS, the gateway not only improves resource
efficiency by saving bandwidth of unnecessary messages,
but also facilitates complexity control. A further aspect
of the encapsulation performed by the gateway is error
containment, which depends on the gateway’s ability for
detecting message failures and preventing propagation of
faulty messages through the gateway.
In the DECOS integrated architecture, we sharply
distinguish between architecture level and application
level. Based on this differentiation, we can identify two
choices for the construction of a gateway. A hidden
gateway performs the interconnection of virtual networks
at the architecture level. Generic architectural services –
although parameterized by the application requirements
– are transparent to the jobs at the application level. A
visible gateway, on the other hand, performs the interconnection at the application level. A so-called gateway
job possesses ports to two virtual networks.
In the remainder of the paper, we focus on hidden
gateways. The major strength of a hidden gateway is a
simplification of the application software. Functionality
is moved to the architecture level, where it is developed
and validated once and for all. In contrast, a visible

gateway enables the designer to resolve mismatches
that elude a generic architectural solution. Property mismatches at the semantic level will usually fall into this
category.
A. Property Transformation
Since a virtual gateway couples two virtual networks
that build on top of the same physical network, property
mismatches occur only at the operational and semantic
levels.
1) Semantic Level: A semantic mismatch between
two virtual networks occurs, if the meaning of messages
interpreted by the jobs connected to one virtual network
does not align with the meaning intended by the sender
jobs connected to the other virtual network. A semantic
mismatch impairs the achievement of the intended effect
of a message, such as causing the receiver to carry out
an action, informing the receiver about a particular fact,
or requesting from the receiver to send back specific
information [24].
A semantic mismatch is typically resolved with an
application-level gateway. In most cases, the highly
application-specific nature of a semantic mismatch prevents the construction of generic application services.
Nevertheless, we want to highlight event and state semantics, as well as incoherent naming as particular cases
of semantic mismatches in port specifications, for which
the integrated architecture provides support with hidden
gateways. Naming is denoted as incoherent, if different
entities are assigned the same name in different parts of
a system. The integrated architecture supports incoherent
naming in different DASs by providing a separate name
space for each DAS. At gateways between DASs, however, this naming incoherence must be resolved. When
different entities are assigned the same name in the two
DASs, a message carrying this entity has to be renamed.
Furthermore, when the same entity possesses different
names in the two DASs, then the gateway has to change
the message name assigned by the producing DAS to the
message name of the consuming DAS.
2) Operational Level: The need for resolving property mismatches at the operational level arises from
differences in the operational specifications of ports and
links.
The resolving of property mismatches can occur in a
generic manner through hidden gateways. For syntactic
transformations, the gateway requires a description of
the syntactic format (i.e. the data types) of the messages
passing through the gateway and rules for transforming
the different syntactic transformations into each other.
Generic transformation rules are possible due to widelyused standards for data types and interface definition languages (e.g., CORBA IDL [25]) for the construction of

B. Encapsulation
In the integrated DECOS architecture, a DAS along
with the corresponding communication resources (virtual
networks) and computational resources (partitions in
components) is encapsulated and interactions between
DASs are limited to the exchange of messages via
precisely specified hidden gateways.
1) Selective Redirection: By performing a selective
redirection of information, the virtual gateway acts as
a forwarder [26]. Selective redirection occurs when
filtering mechanisms are applied in order to decide
on whether information is forwarded or blocked by a
gateway. This decision requires a filtering specification
in the temporal and value domain that can be evaluated
on the interface state [23] of the gateway. In the value
domain, the gateway checks message contents with user
data and control information such as message names
or message types. In the temporal domain, the gateway
monitors the temporal patterns of messages exchanges.
2) Complexity Control: The selective forwarding of
information with filtering capabilities is a key element
to control complexity, i.e. limiting the mental effort
required to understand a DAS. In general, only a subset
of the information exchanged by jobs is required outside
the DAS. The controlled export of information through
the virtual gateway improves the understandability of
DASs, because for analyzing a DAS only those messages
must be considered that are produced by the jobs of the
DAS or pass through gateways into the DAS.
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more complex data types that are hierarchical compound
from elementary data types, such as integers or floating
point numbers.
The transformation of different temporal specifications is simpler, when the interacting DASs exhibit the
same operational specification style. For example, if
both DASs are time-triggered, then a priori knowledge
about the points in time of message transmissions and
receptions is available via the port specifications to
the gateway. When the interacting DASs operate with
different periods or phase-shift relationships of the timetriggered communication schedules, the gateway needs
to buffer messages. The forwarding and buffering of
messages can be performed according to a schedule that
is fixed at design time.
If the DASs interconnected by the gateway exhibit
different operational specification styles, the gateway requires additional buffering functionality for the exchange
of information between virtual networks with varying
rigidity of temporal specifications. For example, such a
scenario occurs, if one DAS operates time-triggered and
the second DAS operates event-triggered.

Ports to DAS A
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Fig. 4.

Operation of a Virtual Gateway

3) Error Containment: Although an FCR can restrict
the immediate impact of a fault, fault effects manifested
as erroneous data can propagate across FCR boundaries.
For this reason virtual gateways must also provide error
containment [27] to avoid error propagation by the flow
of erroneous messages. A virtual gateway supports error
containment, when the selective redirection of information is controlled by error detection mechanisms.
In the DECOS integrated architecture, virtual gateways perform error containment in the temporal domain
based on temporal specifications at the port and link
level. Section IV will present a solution for virtual
gateways that exploits these temporal specifications for
blocking timing messages failures.
IV. R EALIZATION OF H IDDEN V IRTUAL G ATEWAYS
A hidden virtual gateway is an architectural service
for the redirection of information between two virtual
networks with the necessary property transformations.
In this section, we will focus on operational property
transformations, resolving of incoherent naming, and
the conversion between event and state semantics. The
highly application-specific nature of general semantic
property transformations usually precludes a generic
solution at the architecture level.
The operation of a virtual gateway is illustrated in
Figure 4. For each of the two interconnected virtual networks, the virtual gateway possesses an link specification
that denotes the knowledge concerning the syntactic and
temporal properties of messages. The virtual gateway
parses incoming messages based on the link specification of the corresponding DAS. It, then, dissects each
message into convertible elements and stores these convertible elements in a real-time database denoted as the
gateway repository. This real-time database with convertible elements comprises the central data structure of the
virtual gateway and will be described in the following.
Finally, the virtual gateway encodes information from
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the gateway repository into outgoing messages according
to the syntactic part of the link specification of the
second DAS. The temporal part of the link specification
determines the control mechanism and the timing for the
interaction with the ports to a virtual network.
For each message handled by the gateway, there is
a dedicated port and thus a dedicated message buffer
for holding message instances of this message. For
messages with state semantics exchanged via state ports,
the message buffer is a state variable that stores a
single message instance only. For messages with event
semantics exchanged via event ports, a message buffer
is a queue that can hold a statically defined number
of message instances to accommodate for temporary
intervals of time with imbalances of message interarrival and service times. The determination of the queue
sizes is derived from the relationships between message
interarrival and service times, avail
e.g., as expressed via a
TT: t - t
< d
probabilistic model [16].
now

update

acc

ET: ninterface_requested < nstored + nqueue

A. Gateway Repository

do.req
TT: brequested = true
ET: nrequested++

In general, only a part of a message
clear.req(?) will be subject to
selective redirection by the gateway.
Therefore, the viris.req
== true
TT:
tual gateway regards a message ET:
as bna compound
structure
>n
+n
that contains smaller units of information. A part of a
message that needs to be subdivided no further by the
virtual gateway is denoted as a convertible element. A
convertible element is thus an atomic unit of information
that is stored in the virtual gateway and packed into a
message as a whole. Each message consists of one or
more convertible elements.
Redirection of information through the gateway occurs
when messages of the two virtual networks that are
interconnected by the gateway share common convertible
elements. Note, however, that the messages at the two
virtual networks need not consist of the exact same set of
convertible elements. Although, both a message in virtual
network A and a message in virtual network B contain
a particular convertible element, the other convertible
elements of the two messages can be different from each
other.
As a consequence, whenever the virtual gateway is
redirecting information from virtual network A to virtual
network B , the virtual gateway must first dissect the messages received from virtual network A into convertible
elements and recombine these convertible elements into
messages for virtual network B .
The virtual gateway buffers convertible elements, because the message exchanges at the two sides of a
gateway are temporally decoupled by the virtual gateway
and the necessary convertible elements for constructing
a particular message might arrive at different points
in time. Since convertible elements carry temporally
requested

requested

stored

queue

1
dacc
1
breq
1
t update
2
dacc
2
breq
2
t update

temporal accuracy interval
update request
point in time of last update

Convertible
Element with
Event Semantics

k+1
breq

request for convertible
element instance

Convertible
Element with
Event Semantics

k+2
breq

request for convertible
element instance

Convertible
Element with
State Semantics
Convertible
Element with
State Semantics

temporal accuracy interval
update request
point in time of last update

Fig. 5. Gateway repository contains convertible elements with state
semantics and event semantics.

accurate real-time images exchanged between jobs, this
buffer forms a real-time database [8]. We denote this
real-time database of the virtual gateway as the gateway
repository.
For the storing of convertible elements in the gateway repository, the information semantics of convertible
elements are taken into account (see Figure 5). For
convertible elements with state semantics, the repository
contains state variables that are overwritten whenever a
new version of the convertible element arrives (update in
place). Convertible elements with event semantics, on the
other hand, are stored in queues. Since event semantics
represent relative information, every convertible element
must be processed exactly-once by a receiver to support
state synchronization between a sender job and the
receiverConvertible
jobs. Element 1
nreq
with Event Semantics
In addition to the data of the convertible elements,
Convertible Element 2
nreq about
the virtual
gateway
also stores meta information
with Event
Semantics
convertible elements. For each convertible elements with
state semantics, the temporal accuracy interval dacc is
a static attribute that determines when the validity of
a real-time image is lost through the progression of
time. The point in time of the most recent update tupdate
is a dynamic attribute associated with each convertible
element with state semantics. The purpose of tupdate and
dacc is to ensure that only temporally accurate real-time
images are forwarded by the gateway. A real-time image
stored as a convertible element with state semantics in
the gateway repository is temporally accurate, if the
following conditions holds,
tupdate + dacc < tnow

(1)

where tnow is the current point in time. For convertible
elements with event semantics, no meta information
with respect to temporal accuracy is stored. In order
to maintain state synchronization between a sender and
its receivers, convertible element instances need to be
processed exactly once and independently of whether
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the state variable, which is constructed from the value
changes in the convertible element, will be temporally
accurate after the incorporation of the value change in a
particular convertible element instance.
Furthermore, for the interaction with event-triggered
virtual networks the meta information of a convertible
element includes a boolean request variable breq . For
convertible elements with both state and event semantics,
the respective boolean request variable denotes whether a
convertible element instance needs to be transferred into
the gateway repository. By setting the request variable,
the gateway side sending messages to an event-triggered
virtual network can request convertible element instances
from the other virtual network. The gateway side receiving messages from an event-triggered virtual network can
initiate receptions conditionally, based on the value of the
request variable.

Since a virtual gateway interconnects two virtual networks, a virtual gateway is always equipped with two
link specifications. The two link specifications exhibit a
common set of common convertible elements that are
part of messages in both network segments. Each such
convertible element is produced by jobs at one virtual
network and consumed by one or more jobs at the second
one.

B. Link Specification

<timedautomaton name="msgSlidingRoofReception">
<location name="statePassive"/>
<location name="stateActive"/>
<location name="stateError"/>
<init name="statePassive"/> <error name="stateError"/>
<transition>
<source name="statePassive"/><target name="stateActive"/>
<label type="guard">x&gt;=Tmin</label></transition>
<transition>
<source name="stateActive"/><target name="statePassive"/>
<label type="guard">x&lt;Tmax m?</label>
<label type="assignment">x:=0</label>
</transition>
<transition>
<source name="stateActive"/><target name="stateError"/>
<label type="guard">x&gt;=Tmax</label>
</transition>
<transition>
<source name="statePassive"/><target name="stateError"/>
<label type="guard">m?</label>
</transition>
<transition>
<source name="statePassive"/><target name="statePassive"/>
<label type="guard">x&lt;Tmin , ~m?</label>
</transition>
<transition>
<source name="stateActive"/><target name="stateActive"/>
<label type="guard">x&lt;Tmax , ~m?</label>
</transition>
</timedautomaton>

In order to perform selective redirection and property
transformations of information between two virtual networks, the virtual gateway requires a link specification
of the message interfaces to each of the two virtual
networks. This specification enables the virtual gateway
to perform the following actions:
• Port interactions: interact with a virtual network
to send and receive messages.
• Construction and dissection of messages: divide a
message into its convertible elements and construct
a message out of convertible elements.
• Syntax transformation: perform a recombination
of convertible elements received via messages from
one virtual network into the syntactic structure of
messages for the second virtual network.
• Conversion of information semantics: transform
convertible elements with event semantics into convertible elements with state semantics and vice
versa.
The link specification consists of three parts, namely a
syntactic part, a temporal part, and transfer semantics.
The syntactic part provides a separate syntactic description for each message on the virtual network that is to
be sent or received by the gateway. The temporal part is
a set of deterministic timed automata that express the
protocol for interacting with the ports to a particular
virtual network. The automata specify the control patterns (e.g., request-reply interactions), the sequence of
message exchanges, and the temporal constraints for the
transmission and reception of messages (e.g., message
interarrival times). The transfer semantics specify the
information semantics of convertible elements and provides rules for the conversion of convertible elements
between state and event semantics.

<linkspec>
<DAS>X-by-wire</DAS>
<message name="msgSlidingRoof">
<element name="Name" key="yes" conv="no">
<field name="id">
<type length=16>Integer</type>
<value>731</value>
</field>
</element>
<element name="MovementEvent" key="no" conv="yes">
<field name="ValueChange"><type length=16>Integer</type></field>
<field name="EventTime"><type length=16>Timestamp</type></field>
</element>
<element name="FullClosure" key="no" conv="no">
<field name="Trigger"><type>Boolean</type></field>
</element>
</message>

<transfersemantics>
<element name="MovementState">
<field name="StateValue" init=0 semantics="State">
StateValue=StateValue+ValueChange
</field>
<field name="ObservationTime" semantics="State">
ObservationTime=EventTime
</field>
</element>
</transfersemantics>
</linkspec>

Fig. 6. XML example of a link specification with a syntactic part
(structure of each message), a temporal part (deterministic timed
automata), and transfer semantics.

We have chosen Extensible Markup Language
(XML) [28] for expressing link specifications, because
of the wide use of XML and the availability of parsers.
The XML syntax for an exemplary link specification in
an automotive application can be found in Figure 6. The
syntactic part of the link specification defines the structure of a message msgSlidingRoof, which contains
event information about the movement of a car’s sliding
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roof. The field ValueChange denotes the change of
the opening of the sliding roof in percent that has
occurred at time EventTime. In addition, the element
FullClosure informs whether the user has issued the
command for a full closure of the sliding roof.
We assume that the movement of the sliding roof
needs to be forwarded to a second virtual network
by the gateway, e.g., since the data provided by the
comfort DAS shall be display by instruments that are
accessed by a second DAS. Consequently, the element MovementEvent is marked as a convertible
element. We also assume that the second DAS expects state semantics, thus requiring a conversion of
the event semantics of ValueChange into state semantics. This conversion is specified via a convertible
element MovementState that is computed out of
MovementEvent.
The temporal part of the link specification specifies
a deterministic timed automaton supporting the push
reception of the message msgSlidingRoof with predefined interarrival and service times.
1) Syntactic Part: The syntactic part for a message
denotes the message structure. It defines the elements of
a message with each element being a structure of further
elements or fields. A field is a variable that possesses a
known type (e.g., integer, string, floating point number)
and is subdivided no further, i.e. it is considered as
atomic at the virtual gateway. A field is static, if the value
of field is time-invariant, while the value of a dynamic
field can change over time.
For each element, the link specification specifies
whether the element is a convertible element. Convertible elements are subject to selective redirection by the
gateway and stored in the gateway repository. All other
elements are only of local interest to a virtual network
and discarded by the virtual gateway.
Each message requires a message name that provides
an identification by which the message is demarcated
from other messages on the virtual network. The message name is statically defined subset of a message’s
elements. The message name consists of static fields –
not necessarily at the beginning of a message - and is
defined via the syntactic part of the link specification. A
message name is unique for each message of a virtual
network and allows the virtual gateway to determine for
each message instance the corresponding message entry
in the link specification.
2) Temporal Part: The temporal part is specified by a
deterministic timed automaton [29], i.e. a state transition
graph annotated with timing constraints. We employ
a notation similar to the syntax introduced in [30].
We introduce a special state denoted as “error state”.
The reaching of this state represents a violation of the
temporal specification and gives the gateway the ability

to perform error handling (e.g., restart of the gateway
service).
In addition to guard and assignment labels, we provide
labels for port interactions in order to exchange messages
between virtual networks and the gateway repository:
• Guard. A guard expresses a condition on clock and
state variables that must be fulfilled so an edge can
be taken. A guard is a conjunction of expressions
of the form x ◦ y , where ◦ is a binary operator
(e.g., ≤, =). x and y are clock variables or state
variables.
• Assignment. An assignment (x := n) permits to set
the values of a clock or state variable x to a new
value n.
• Port interactions. The sending of a message m at
an output port is expressed as m!, while m? denotes
the receiving of the message at an input port. An
edge with a label m! for a transmission represents a
guard. The edge can only be taken, if all convertible
elements for the construction of the message are
available in the repository. A convertible element
with state semantics needs to be temporal accurate
(see Condition (1)), while a convertible element
with event semantics must possess a non empty
queue. If the convertible elements are unavailable,
the boolean request variables breq of the missing
convertible elements are set. In case the edge is
actually taken, the gateway constructs the message
m out of convertible elements from the repository
and transfers the message m to the output port.
Similarly, the reception of a message m? also functions as a guard to enable conditional state changes.
An edge with this label can only be taken, if an
incoming message is present at the respective input
port. If the edge is taken, the message m is dissected
into convertible elements that are transferred to the
repository.
In addition to the clock and state variables defined
for a particular timed automaton, the clock variable tnow
captures the current point in time. Furthermore, two
functions horizon(m) and requ(m) can be used in guards
and assignments.
For a message m with state semantics, the temporal accuracy horizon, which is formally denoted as
horizon(m), yields the length of the remaining interval
of time during which all constituting convertible elements of message m are temporally accurate. For this
purpose, the gateway takes into account the temporal
accuracy intervals and the points in time of the most
recent updates of the constituting convertible elements.
If message m consists of a set of convertible elements
Cm = {c1 , . . . , ck }, then horizon(m) is defined as
horizon(m) = min (tcupdate + dcacc − tnow )
c∈Cm

(2)
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with a period Treception or Ttransmission . The automata do
not contain error states, because a proper time-triggered
communication schedule for the respective virtual network ensures temporal correctness by design.

By computing the temporal accuracy horizon of a message m as the minimum of the durations of remaining
temporal accuracy of convertible elements, it is ensured
that all real-time images transported in the message
m are temporally accurate until tnow + horizon(m). For
the gateway side sending the message m to a virtual
network, the horizon(m) must be at least as large as
the remaining time (e.g., communication delay, operating
system delays at the receiver) until the point in time
of use of the real-time image transported via m. By
exploiting horizon(m), the timed automaton can be used
for the detection of conditions in which a real-time
image would have been invalidated by the progression
of time when it is used by a receiver job. Furthermore,
in combination with event-triggered control the temporal accuracy horizon allows to determine the need for
requesting messages in order to perform an update of
the gateway repository.
The function requ(m) yields true, if there is a constituting element of message m for which an update has
been requested.

true ∃c ∈ Cm with bcreq = true
requ(m) =
(3)
fase otherwise

Receiver Push

Receiver Pull
x<Tmax
requ(m)

x≥Tmax

x<Tmax wait for
¬requ(m) request x≥Tmax

error
x<Tmax active
¬m?
x<Tmax m?
x≥Tmin

x≥Tmin

x:=0

passive

x<Tmin
¬m?

init

passive

wait for x<T
reply
reply
¬m?

x<Treply m?
x:=0

m?
x<Tmin
¬m?

mreq!
x:=0
mreq!
x:=0

x≥Treply

m?

error

init

Fig. 8. Deterministic timed automata for event-triggered message
receptions with interarrival times [Tmin , Tmax ].

Figure 8 contains exemplary timed automata for a
receiver-pull and a receiver-push activity. The timed
automata specify event-triggered sporadic message receptions with an upper bound on Push
the interarrival time
Pull
Receive
Tmax
and
a
lower
bound
on
the
interarrival
time Tmin .
Receive
In the push scenario in Figure 8, the initial state is the
m !
x<T
“passive state”,
x:=0 enforces the minimum
if.req(m) which
x≥Tinterarrival
wait for
active
error
x<T
x<T
reply
time active
Tmin .x≥TAnyx≥Tmessage
reception
¬m?
¬m? within the passive
x<T
This function allows to construct timed automata for state enables a transition to the “error state”.
After the
m?
x≥T
x≥T
error
x:=0 automaton
event-triggered message receptions according to the in- minimum interarrival time has passed, the
m?
x<T
m?
m?
formation pull principle. For this purpose, messages are x<Tprogresses
into the
“active
state”.
When
a message
passive
passive
x<T
x:=0
requested via the virtual network conditionally, namely ¬m?
¬m?
arrives before the maximum interarrival
time has passed,
based on the result of the function requ(m).
the automaton transits back to “passive state”. If a
In the following, we will explain how to use these message fails to arrive, the automaton progresses into
automata for expressing temporal specification for input the “error state” after the maximum interarrival time.
Pushscenario
Receive
and output ports employing time-triggered control orPull Receive
In contrast error
to the push scenario, in the pull
x≥T
event-triggered control with either the information push in Figure
8 a message m only arrives after a requesterror
m?
m?
x≥T
or information pull principle. These examples are meant message mreq has
been sent. The corresponding automax<T
x≥T
wait for x<T
passive
active
x<T
¬m? passive
to illustrate the capabilities of generic gateway services
¬m?
reply
ton also contains
a “passive
state”,¬m?which
enforces
thex≥T
x<T
m !
requested(m) x:=0
x<T
with temporal specifications provided by deterministic minimum interarrival time Tmin . Since any reception of a m?
x<T
m? x:=0
timed automata.
message m violates the temporal specification and does
not belong to a request message, a transition to the “error
Time-Triggered Message Reception
Time-Triggered Message Transmission
state” is taken. After Tmin has passed, the automaton
x=Treception m?
x=Ttransmission m!
remains in a state “wait for request” until the gateway
x:=0
x:=0
repository signals the need for a more recent message
instance via requ(m) or a request needs to be sent to
init
init
avert a violation of the maximum message interarrival
active
active
time. The next state “wait for reply” is left after the reply
message m belonging to mreq is received. In case this
reply fails to arrive within a timeout Treply , a transition
x<Treception
x<Ttransmission
to the “error state” occurs.
Fig. 7. Deterministic timed automata for time-triggered message
Figure 9 depicts exemplary timed automata for eventreception and transmission.
triggered message transmissions. The initial state of the
automaton for the sender-push activity is the “passive
Deterministic timed automata for time-triggered mes- state”. A transition to the “active state” can only be taken
sage transmissions and receptions are depicted in Fig- after the minimum interarrival time Tmin has elapsed.
ure 7. The automata contain edges with labels for port From the “active state”, the return to “passive state”
interactions (m? and m!) that can be periodically taken occurs as soon as the transmission guard m! fires. In
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Fig. 9. Deterministic timed automata for event-triggered message
transmission with interarrival times [Tmin , Tmax ].

case this guard blocks for the maximum interarrival time
Tmax , a transition into the “error state” takes place.
The automaton for the sender-pull activity in Figure 9
accepts a request message from the virtual network and
responds with a reply message as soon as the convertible
elements for the construction of the reply message are
available, i.e. guard m! fires. The temporal properties that
are checked include minimum and maximum interarrival
times of request messages, and the maximum response
time Treply for reply messages. A violation of these
properties causes a transition into the “error state”. In
addition, the transmission of message m only occurs,
if the temporal accuracy horizon of m is sufficient to
ensure the temporal accuracy of the transported real-time
images at the point in time of use (horizon(m) < duse ).
The duration duse incorporates all delays, such as the
communication system delay and the operating system
delay at the receiver, before the real-time image is
actually used.
The presented examples have demonstrated how timed
automata are used by the virtual gateways to ensure error
containment in the temporal domain. Error containment
in the value domain is the responsibility of the application (e.g., through replication and comparing redundant
computations). The timed automata encode the temporal
specification of a link to a virtual network. Hence, these
automata are constructed in such a way that all execution
paths represent correct behaviors. In case the execution
on such a path would not possible, e.g., since temporally
accurate real-time convertible elements for the construction of a message are unavailable, a transition to the
“error state” is performed. The “error state” permits a
reaction to a detected error, such as storing of contextual
information about the error for analysis, or a restart of
the timed automaton.
3) Transfer Semantic: The transfer semantic defines a
conversion for the information semantics of a convertible

element. For this purpose, the transfer semantic provides
an expression for computing either event information
from successive state information values or state information from a sequence of event information values.
The respective convertible element is equipped with two
message buffers, both a state variable and a queue.
For the conversion from event to state information, the
expression of the transfer semantic defines an accumulation of event related value changes. An example for
such an expression is contained in Figure 6, in which
information about the movement of the sliding roof is
converted from event to state semantics. The computed
state semantics value leads to an update in place of the
convertible element’s state variable.
The conversion from state to event semantics, on the
other hand, occurs via an expression that derives an
event related state change from the most recent and the
previous value of a state variable. In case these two state
values differ, the event related state change is stored in
the convertible element’s queue.
C. Invocation and Activities of the Virtual Gateway
The virtual gateway services are implicitly synchronized with the virtual network services. The memory
buffers associated with the ports that comprise the interface between the virtual network and gateway services
are accessed alternately by these two services, controlled
by the progression of time on a global sparse time
base [31]. In the sparse time model the continuum of
time is partitioned into an infinite sequence of alternating
durations of activity and silence. Thereby, the occurrence
of significant events is restricted to the activity intervals
of a globally synchronized action lattice. The sparse time
base allows to generate a consistent temporal order on
the basis of time-stamps [8]. During the silence intervals
of the action lattice the sparse time base provides a
consistent distributed state, where the notation of state
is used as introduced in system theory [32, p. 45] as a
dividing line between past and future.
Every port of the gateway is associated with a corresponding port state, which is the state of the gateway as
seen from the port. The notation of port state is based
on the concept of interface state [23]. For a state port,
the port state comprises a state variable, while a message
queue is the port state of an event port. As depicted in
Figure 10, the update of the port state through the virtual
network services occurs during the activity intervals of
the global sparse time base. A message reception from
a virtual network results in the update the state variable
associated with a state input port or the insertion of an
event message into a message queue of an event input
port. At an event output port, message transmissions via
a virtual network results in the removal of message from
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In these silence intervals of the virtual network services, the gateway service accesses the ports via the
execution of the deterministic timed automata. Thereby,
each automaton can start its execution with a globally
consistent port state. At each activation, the automata
associated with the two interacting DASs are executed.
t
t=1
t=2
t=3
t=0
As depicted in Figure 11, the labels associated with the
transitions of the automataSilence
cause interactions
Activity
Silence both with
ports and the gateway repository.

m?

Timed
Automaton 2

DAS 2
Ports
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Legend
m? … non blocking reception of a message at an input port and transfer of convertible elements
(CEs) from the message into the repository
m! … non blocking transmission of a message that is constructed out of CEs from the repository
requested(m) … message instance m required for acquiring the convertible elements for the
construction of an outgoing message (for event-triggered control)

Fig. 11. Gateway Operation. Timed automata control the flow of
information (indicated through arrows) to and from the repository.

Upon each activation time progresses by n ticks,
which is reflected by all clock variables maintained in
automata. For each automaton, the gateway proceeds
with evaluating guards and performing state changes
with edges for which all guards are being fulfilled.
In case no edge can be taken with the current values
of the variables (including clock variables), the execution of the respective automaton is finished for this
activation cycle. During the execution of the automata,
the reading and updating of the port state is triggered
through the execution of transitions with port interaction
labels. Whenever an edge with a port interaction label
m! is taken, a message instance is constructed out of
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convertible elements from the repository and written into
the output port. Similarly, the taking of an edge with
an interaction label m?
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theSilence
readingActivity
of a message
Silence
Activity Silence
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Activity
instance from the respective input port and the dissection
into convertible elements that are transferred into the
repository.
During the activity interval of the virtual network
services, on the other hand, the gateway services are
inactive in order to prevent concurrent updates of the port
state between thet=0
gateway and t=1
virtual network
t=2 services.
t=3
In addition to the implicit synchronization between
the virtual network and gateway services, the execution
of services on a global sparse time base allows the
construction of replica determinate [21] gateways as
required for building a fault-tolerant system with active
redundancy. By providing each automaton with a globally consistent port state as input, gateway functionality
can be provided redundantly at different components
with replica determinism.
State A
x==1

Activity Intervals: update of port state through the gateway (via execution of the deterministic
timed automata)
Silence Intervals: prevents concurrency with the update of the port state through the virtual
networks.

V. A PPLICATION
This section describes the application of virtual gateExecution of the Timed Automaton: deterministic vs. indeterministic ??
ways in a real-world
automotive example. We elaborate
=> Bezug zur sparse time base und zum state
on a typical automotive electronic infrastructure and map
these federated clusters onto the introduced integrated
m!
t>=10
progress timed automaton for
architecture.Activation:
Thereby
the need for a coupling of individafter that, all guards must block??
ual DASs emerges. The virtual gateways establish means
t:=0
that allow for the interconnection of DASs with different
requirements in the integrated architecture. Based on this
automotive example, we highlight the various ways of
utilizing gateways to integrate legacy subsystems into the
integrated
architecture 5and to allow for
improved quality
0
10
15
of control and resource efficiency.
To give an impression of the complexity and the
amount of electronics in today’s luxury cars take for
example the Volkswagen Phaeton or the BMW 7 series
cars. The Phaeton can have up to 61 Electronic Control
Units (ECUs), the BMW 7 up to 75 ECUs depending
on the customers requested extra equipment [33], [34].
The distributed ECUs are interconnected via communication networks with different protocols (e.g., Controller
Area Network (CAN) [35], Media Orientated System
Transport (MOST) [36]), physical layers, bandwidths
(10 kbps–500 kbps), and dependability requirements.
Such a typical automotive network is depicted in
Figure 12. Multiple federated clusters are connected via
a central gateway allowing data exchange and access to
the On-Board Diagnosis (OBD) systems of each ECU.
The comfort clusters as well as the powertrain cluster
are typically implemented via the CAN protocol, while
the multimedia cluster in luxury cars is frequently based
on the MOST protocol.
Each of these clusters consists of nodes that are dedicated to a single job. In order to improve the functionality
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of the car, additional ECUs have to be added to the
clusters. However, this trend of increasing the number
of ECUs is coming to its limits, because of complexity,
wiring, space and weight restrictions.
A mapping of the above described electronic infrastructure onto the DECOS integrated architecture is
shown in Figure 12. In order to emphasize the suitability
of the proposed DECOS architecture for safety-critical
applications, we exchanged the powertrain DAS with a
drive-by-wire DAS.
As depicted in Figure 12 several virtual gateways are
employed to allow the controlled export and import of
information between the different DASs. For example,
a virtual gateway between the by-wire DAS and the
infotainment DAS allows to forward data from the yaw
rate sensors to the navigation system (as proposed in [6]),
thus reducing sensor duplication. Furthermore, the virtual gateway between the by-wire DAS and the comfort
DAS permits to improve quality-of-control, e.g., by
tensioning seat-belts and realigns seats as defined in [5].
VI. C ONCLUSION
Virtual gateways in the integrated DECOS architecture
permit the exchange of information between Distributed
Application Subsystems (DASs), while preserving encapsulation. Virtual gateways are are a generic architectural service that is parameterized with an message de-

scription that consists of a syntactic and a temporal specification as a timed automaton. The messages description
determines the messages or parts of messages that are
forwarded by the gateway. This selective redirection of
information is crucial for controlling the mental effort
for understanding a DAS, because it allows the hiding
of the internal details of a DAS from other DASs. The
messages description also enables the virtual gateway to
resolve mismatches of operational specifications, resolve
incoherent naming and perform transformations between
event and state semantics. We have demonstrated the
ability to capture important classes of time-triggered and
event-triggered transmission and reception behaviors. In
addition, the paper has demonstrated how the timed automata can be employed to detect violations of temporal
specifications in order to prevent error propagation via
timing message failures.
VII. F UTURE W ORK
The solution presented in this paper supports different
message formats through the recombination of convertible elements. As future work we plan to address different syntactic representations of convertible elements in
the interconnected virtual networks. Within the messages
transported at the two virtual networks interconnected
by the gateway, convertible elements may be encoded in
different syntactic representations. Therefore, the virtual
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gateway should recode convertible elements from the
syntactic specification of the source virtual network
to the syntactic specification of the destination virtual
network.
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